Jump Rope for Heart

School Diary

2014 DATES TO REMEMBER !!
MAY 2014 & BEYOND

**PLEASE NOTE: FORBES ESTEDFORD CANCELLED**

- 23rd May – District Cross Country North Junee
- 27th May – Stockinbingal Athletics carnival
- 3rd June - District Athletics carnival, Cootamundra
- 10th June – Riverina Cross Country

Our visit to the Canberra Dinosaur Museum

STOP PRESS!!

Results from the District Cross Country

- Ethan – First
- Matilda – Second
- Tom – Still awaiting results
Dear Parents,

It was another full fortnight with the students enjoying many learning experiences. Last Friday we travelled to the Canberra Theatre to see 13 Storey Treehouse. This was a great opportunity to see a play at a smaller level and the students had a wonderful time comparing this production to that of The Lion King. Our guest student who is four years old came up with the quote of the day “Isn’t it great that we have to use our imagination”. Which it was! Thank you to the parents who transported our students to Canberra.

Last Wednesday we had a visit from Kane who is a member of the Heart Foundation. Kane spoke to the students about keeping their bodies healthy through good dietary choices and physical activity. Kane demonstrated to the students how much fun it is to ski by themselves and as a group.

Best of luck to our students representing us at District Cross Country today!!

Have a great fortnight.

Mrs T Daly (Principal).

PRINCIPAL’S AWARDS

Alicia Shepherd – for great efforts in word attack skills when story writing.

Mrs Daly’s class:

Theo Jacobs-Preussmann – for great use of word knowledge in story writing.

Dominic Shepherd – for fantastic double & near double mathematical thinking.

Mrs West’s class:

Chloe Anderson – for great “fraction” work during mathematics.

Matilda Baldry – for great “fraction” work during mathematics.

Upcoming Events............

The Dinosaur Museum